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PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT
AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU ARE ADVISED TO

CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S).

This paper is for information purposes only and in no part is intended to create or imply a
legal relationship, fiduciary relationship or any other advisory relationship between a

recipient or reader of this paper and SALVAcoin (SALC), Salvatara Inc., Salvatara Group or
any other company noted herein. While we strive to provide accurate elements and

up-to-date, the information contained herein may not be exhaustive, nor does this material
constitute professional advice. SALC and Salvatara Inc do not warrant or accept any legal

liability or responsibility, timeliness or completeness of any information in this document.
Contributors and potential SALC sponsors must seek appropriate independent professional
advice before relying on any material or transaction published in this document for which

material is published for reference only. This document does not constitute a prospectus or
an offer of any kind and does not imply that it is an offer of securities, solicitation or an

application for investment in securities in any jurisdiction whatsoever.

There is no guarantee of success of any project or revenue generation. No warranties or
representations are made as to the successful development or implementation of any

projects, technologies, innovations, or achievements of any activities noted herein or in any
derivative document. Contributing to a cryptocurrency may not be suitable for everyone.
Any person considering making a contribution to this ICO is encouraged to conduct their
own due diligence and consult with their own professional advisor(s) (such as a financial

advisor, investment advisor, tax advisor, consultant or attorney) beforehand, as
contributions and sponsorships will not be refunded. The information contained herein and
any other related information, does not take into account the objectives, financial situation
or needs of any particular contributor, and each contributor should consider whether their

contribution is appropriate for their own situation.



ELIGIBILITY

You are not eligible, and you are not to purchase any SALC coins if you are citizen or
resident of a geographical area in which access to or ownership of the SALC coin is

prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, administrative act or any other law,
regulation or rule within your jurisdiction.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Some of the statements in the Whitepaper include forward-looking statements which reflect
the Company s̓ and/or the Management s̓ current views with respect to product

developments, execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future
plans, both with respect to the Company and the sectors and industries in which the
Company operates. Statements which include the words “expects”, “intends”, “plans”,
“believes”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “will”, “targets”, “aims”, “would”, “could”, “should”,

“continue”, “pending”, and similar expressions are of a future or forward-looking nature. All
forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties.

Accordingly, there are, or will be, important factors that could cause the actual results to
differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These factors may not be
specifically described in the Whitepaper, but risks and facts should be considered in

conjunction with the cautionary statements that have been included in the Whitepaper. All
subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or

individuals acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by this
paragraph. Prospective buyers of the SALC coin should specifically consider the risk factors
which could cause actual results to differ before making a decision to contribute or sponsor

this ICO and future of the coin. No statement in the Whitepaper is intended as a profit
forecast and no statement in this Whitepaper should be interpreted to imply or reflect any

earnings of Company or another company mentioned herein for the current or future years.
By contributing or investing in the SALC, you hereby acknowledge that you have read and

understand these notices and disclaimers and have considered the risks set out above.



ABSTRACT

The SALVAcoin team,in conjunction with Salvatara Inc. is applying Blockchain technologies
to bring about decentralization of a Global economy system, by building a crypto economy

around SALVAcoin; thus, making SALVAcoin the ultimate Utility coin. SALVAcoin is a
smart-contract governed ecosystem that focuses on creating digitized currency, and their
holders have the privileges and value of ownership in a multinational hemp and cannabis

company. This technology eliminates costs associated with the once unavoidable or
unnecessary intermediaries in all the focused sectors (which are discussed in other sections
of this Whitepaper), providing transparency and liquidity, alleviating tax inefficiencies and

easing cross-border transactions under a unified platform.

SALVAcoin is an exclusive limited edition crypto currency that is tied to real assets on 3
continents. Holders of SALVAcoin are treated as owners in the multinational cannabis

operations of SALVAinc. With farms, products, and operations in the Americas and Europe,
SALC owners receive the benefits of being an owner in our multinational cannabis

corporation.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SALVAcoin is a new digital currency that applies blockchain technology to the enormous
cryptoeconomy and lowers traditional barriers in order to achieve decentralization of the
new age technology. This technology offers an effective method of harnessing the value of

the existing 800+ Billion USD equivalent in crypto currency.

Backed by the business endeavours of Salvatara Inc, SALVAcoins̓ real-life value is directly
attached to their projects like SALVA.shop, SALVAgrow, SALVAnet, SALVAorg, thereby giving

greater access to the Global world to this new cryptocurrency.



SALVATARA INC.

The word SALVA means ʻto saveʼ in Spanish. We at SALVA believe in our name. From helping
the disadvantaged receive free medicine, to donating to indigenous communities in

Colombia. SALVAcoin has an outstanding team of founders, professionals and consultants
who have contributed to the creation of this novel, real, value-based cryptoeconomy.
Salvatara Inc continues to seek and expand its team and product in other countries.

SALVAcoin (SALC) Technologies

SALVAcoin is a Cyrptocurrency on the Polygon BlockChain. SALVAcoin/SALC would cost 1
matic during the ICO. The ICO will be open for 31 days. There will be 2 million coins

available for purchase during the ICO. There are 10 million Salva Coins in total that can ever
be minted.

Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger or a decentralized database that keeps records of
digital transactions. Instead of the central administrator as a traditional database (banks
and governments), the main ledger distributes the network to replicate databases
synchronised over the Internet and is visible to everyone on the network. The Blockchain
network can be a private limited membership similar to the public, such as the Internet,
available to every online viewer in the world.

So, in simple terms suppose two persons A and B wish to conduct an ʻinteractionʼ or
ʻtransaction.̓ Cryptographic keys are assigned to the interaction that both A and B can hold.
The interaction is broadcast and verified by a distributed network. Once validated, a new
block is created. This block is then added to the chain, creating a permanent ʻgolden sourceʼ
of the interaction. The transaction between A and B is completed.

SALVAcoin performs 2 essential functions:

Investment Asset - SALC is a limited release crypto currency that pays a dividend tied to
SALVAshop sales and gives holders the right to vote in some company decisions. Holders of
SALC can hold or sell based on the fluctuations of company and SALC value. SALVAinc
facilitates this by offering trading of SALVAcoin on SALVAcoin.com and soon to be listed on
other major exchanges.

Currency for SALVA platforms - SALC is the preferred currency on all SALVA platforms to
buy products on SALVAshop, trade crypto/NFTs and receive dividends on SALVAcoin, donate
to SALVAorg Non-Profit, buy SALVAgrow plants, and receive Affiliate commissions on
SALVAnet. You will see on each SALVA platform that you have the option to use your SALC in
transactions. You will receive inside company information and private updates that only



shareholders receive, you will receive polls in company decisions and every quarter a
dividend disbursement from SALVATARA international.
To get started with SALVAcoin, all you need to do is sign up for an account here and buy
SALVAcoin now.

CRYPTOCURRENCY

Cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that uses cryptography for security. It
operates independently of a central bank and is decentralized, meaning it is not controlled
by any single entity.

Instead of relying on a central authority to validate transactions, cryptocurrencies use a
network of computers to validate and record transactions in a public ledger called a
blockchain. The blockchain is a secure and transparent record of all transactions made
using a particular cryptocurrency.

Some popular cryptocurrencies include Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin. They can be
bought and sold on various online exchanges and can also be used to make purchases online
or in-person.

Cryptocurrencies are created through a process called mining. This is when individuals or
groups of people use powerful computers to solve complex mathematical problems. When
these problems are solved, new units of the cryptocurrency are created and added to the
blockchain.

One of the main advantages of cryptocurrency is that it offers a high level of security.
Because it operates independently of a central authority, there is no central point of failure
that can be exploited by hackers. Transactions made using cryptocurrencies are also secure
due to the use of complex cryptography.

Another advantage is that cryptocurrency transactions are usually fast and inexpensive
compared to traditional methods of payment, such as wire transfers or credit card



transactions. This is because there are no intermediaries involved, such as banks, to slow
down the process.

However, there are also some disadvantages to using cryptocurrency. One of the biggest is
that it is still a relatively new and uncharted technology, which means that there is a lot of
uncertainty and risk involved. Additionally, the value of cryptocurrencies can be highly
volatile and can fluctuate greatly in a short amount of time.

In conclusion, cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that operates independently of
a central bank and uses cryptography for security. It offers a high level of security and fast,
inexpensive transactions, but also comes with a high level of risk and uncertainty. As the
technology continues to evolve, it is possible that cryptocurrencies will become more widely
accepted and used in the future.

WHY ICO?

SALVATARA Inc. wants that the average individual investor can access the world of legal
international commerce to trade and profit in a safe and secure way normally only
accessible to the wealthiest and connected. In a world where normally, you need millions to
participate in this industry, SALVAcoin gives you the tools and resources to get started with
nothing and earn like the hedge funds and multinational corporations.

SALVAcoin does this by allowing you to take part as a stakeholder in legal cannabis
operations in Costa Rica, Colombia, USA and Europe. Each SALVAcoin holder holds a piece
of all these operations and can trade or hold their investment as they see fit.

So, we are releasing 2 Million SALC coins in ICO which will be active for 31 days. Now, what
exactly is ICO?

An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is a fundraising mechanism in which a company or
organization offers new digital tokens to the public in exchange for cryptocurrency or fiat
currency. The tokens, which are o�en referred to as coins, are essentially units of
ownership in the company or project and can be traded or used to access the company's
services or products.

Once the ICO is underway, investors can purchase the tokens using cryptocurrency or fiat
currency in our case it s̓ using Polygon (Matic) The tokens are usually issued on a blockchain



platform, such as Ethereum, which allows for secure and transparent transactions, which is
in SALC s̓ scenario is Polygon.

SALVAcoin (SALC) ICO

Basic Facts About SALVAcoins̓ ICO

Coin Name SALVAcoin

Coin Symbol SALC

Country of Origin United States of America

Cost per SALC

Total number of Coins

ICO Reserves
Post-ICO Reservers

10 Million

2 Million
8 Million

Accepted Currencies MATIC / USD


